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Abstract

Many modern systems for speaker diarization, such as the top-

performing JHU system in the DIHARD 2018 challenge, rely

on clustering of DNN speaker embeddings followed by HMM

resegmentation. Two problems with this approach are that pa-

rameters need significant retuning for different applications, and

that the DNN contributes only to the clustering task and not the

resegmentation. This paper presents two contributions: an im-

proved HMM segment assignment algorithm using leave-one-

out Gaussian PLDA scoring, and an approach to training the

DNN such that embeddings directly optimize performance of

this scoring method with generatively updated PLDA parame-

ters. Initial experiments with this new system are very promis-

ing, achieving state-of-the-art performance for two separate

tasks (Callhome and DIHARD18) without any task-dependent

parameter tuning.

Index Terms: speaker diarization, x-vector, probabilistic linear

discriminant analysis

1. Introduction

As highlighted in the recent DIHARD 2018 Challenge [1], there

are many current techniques for speaker diarization [2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7]. In this work we begin with systems, like the JHU top-

performing system in DIHARD18 [2], that use the established

recipe of segmenting speech into approximately fixed-length

segments, extracting DNN speaker embeddings [8], length-

norm and PCA dimension reduction, clustering with Agglomer-

ative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) using pairwise PLDA dis-

tance [9], and resegmentation with a Variational Bayesian (VB)

HMM with eigenvoice priors [10].

While these systems attain good performance, we have two

primary concerns. First, they require significant parameter tun-

ing for different environments, as our best configurations for

Callhome and DIHARD18 differ in the data used for length

normalization (center and whitening) and PLDA training, as

well as parameters such as the PLDA dimension, AHC stop-

ping threshold, PCA dimension, VB refinement number of it-

erations, downsampling, and statistics scaling. Our experience

is that suboptimal values of these parameters, for example us-

ing Callhome parameters for DIHARD18 evaluation, can easily

result in 20% relative performance degradation.

Our second concern is that the power of DNNs is not fully

exploited for this task. In particular, DNN embeddings such as

x-vectors are trained for general speaker recognition as opposed

to diarization, and the resegmentation continues to use genera-

tive GMM/factor analysis models without using the DNN.

Therefore our goal in this work is to move towards a unified,

DNN-based approach for speaker diarization that maintains

state-of-the-art performance across multiple domains without

hand-tuning.

2. Combined Clustering and
Resegmentation

2.1. Motivation

The VB HMM resgmentation can be viewed as an iterative soft

reclustering approach. The downsampling of sufficient statistics

present in the algorithm effectively introduces a fixed segmen-

tation (typically about 0.25 seconds), and total factor approxi-

mates an i-vector extraction (more precisely a pi-vector [11]).

Therefore it is conceptually possible to replace the current two-

step process of initial embedding extraction and clustering fol-

lowed by secondary embedding extraction and refinement with

a single process. Note that a VB GMM can also be defined un-

der the PLDA model [12], although this requires the additional

assumption that the within-class variability is constant across

segments.

After exploring various configurations of joint clustering

and variational Bayesian resegmentation using i-vectors, pi-

vectors, and x-vectors, we have developed a new leave-one-out

PLDA GMM/HMM approach which we will now describe.

2.2. Leave-one-out PLDA GMM/HMM

First, we decide to use the PLDA generative model [13, 14] for

segment embeddings. To tackle the problem of joint estima-

tion of speaker models and segment alignments, we propose a

leave-one-out (LOO) method to replace the VB approach [12].

Besides giving a practical way to overcome the inherent bias

of scoring models against segments which were included in the

model estimation, this also allows us to improve performance

by removing the independence assumption of PLDA.

In more detail, the LOO PLDA GMM/HMM algorithm

works as follows. Given inputs of the length-normalized seg-

ment embeddings, initial segment posteriors over speakers, and

PLDA parameters (within-class and across-class covariance),

alternate between updating the speaker models and generating

segment speaker posteriors.

2.2.1. Model Update

As in [15], we use the predictive distribution for each speaker

model given the enrollment segments. Given this two Gaussian

PLDA model with known covariances Σwc and Σac as well as

a set of N enrollment segments zn, the posterior distribution of

the speaker model Si is Gaussian [16] with mean:

mi = Σac (Σac +Σml)
−1

z̄ml (1)

and covariance:

Σi = Σac (Σac +Σml)
−1

Σml (2)

where z̄ml =
1

N

∑N

n=1
zn and Σml =

Σwc

N
represent the max-

imum likelihood (ML) mean estimate and the covariance of this
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estimator. Note that as the number of enrollment segments be-

comes large, this posterior distribution approaches a delta func-

tion at the sample mean. The predictive distribution, is again

Gaussian:

zn|Si ∼ N (mi,Σwc +Σi). (3)

In practice, it is well-known that the independence assump-

tions of PLDA do not work well. In [17], we introduced non-

independent enrollment update equations based on a Markov

chain assumption (or correlated enrollment). For this model,

the enrollment still follows Eq. 1 with the same ML mean, but

the covariance of this ML mean estimator now decreases more

slowly with increasing number of enrollment segments:

Σml =
Σwc

N

(

1 + 2

N−1
∑

j=1

(N − j)

N
P

j
r

)

(4)

The new parameter Pr represents the probability of repeating

the channel in successive enrollment segments, or equivalently

the correlation between successive channel draws, and allows

continuous variation between the two extremes of “by-the-book

PLDA scoring” (Pr = 0) and “average i-vector scoring” (Pr =
1).

To update the speaker priors (weights), we follow [18, 10]

and use a non-Bayesian maximum-likelihood approach, as it

has been observed to have good properties of eliminating re-

dundant speakers.

2.2.2. Speaker Assignments

The updated speaker models (means, covariances, and weights)

form a Gaussian mixture model, so speaker assignment is done

by computing LOO posteriors per class (responsibilities). Op-

tionally, we add a simple HMM to discourage rapid speaker

transitions using the approach of [10], where a single parameter

Ploop controls the probability that the speaker is the same as the

previous segment.

2.2.3. Dimension Reduction and Diagonalization

To reduce computation, this work uses diagonal covariance ma-

trices based on the fact that two symmetric matrices can be

simultaneously diagonalized with a linear transformation [19].

This process is similar to Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

and is given by:

1. perform eigendecomposition Σwc = E1Λ1E
T
1

2. transform Σac with Σ
′

m = Λ
−

1

2

1
ET

1 ΣacE1Λ
−

1

2

1

3. perform eigendecomposition Σ
′

m = E2Λ2E
T
2

4. (optional) keep only principal components

5. final transform: z′n = ET
2 Λ

−
1

2

1
ET

1 zn

In this transformed space, Σwc = I and Σac = Λ2.

2.3. Selecting Number of Speakers

In all clustering applications, selecting the number of clusters

is a challenging problem. While AHC with PLDA comparisons

does work well for this task, it works best with a tuned, task-

dependent stopping threshold. As in [10], we prefer to start

with a maximum number of speakers and let the clustering algo-

rithm automatically select the correct number. While the LOO

PLDA GMM/HMM does produce overall likelihood estimates

for any number of speakers, in practice the ML weight updates

quickly reach zero for unnecessary speakers. We initialize the

Table 1: Baseline x-vector architecture. The full model has

layer size L and embedding dimension D set to 512, but these

experiments use a smaller model with both set to 256.

Layer Layer Type Context Size

1 TDNN-ReLU t-2:t+2 L

2 Dense-ReLU t L

3 TDNN-ReLU t-2, t, t+2 L

4 Dense-ReLU t L

5 TDNN-ReLU t-3, t, t+3 L

6 Dense-ReLU t L

7 TDNN-ReLU t-4, t, t+4 L

8 Dense-ReLU t L

9 Dense-ReLU t 3*L

10 Pooling (mean+stddev) Full-seq 6*L

11 Dense(Embedding)-ReLU D

12 Dense-Softmax Num. spks.

algorithm with k-means in the diagonalized embedding space

with a fixed number of speakers, and let the algorithm eliminate

speaker weights across iterations.

3. DNN Training

We would like to train the DNN embedding directly for di-

arization, i.e. to optimize the performance of the LOO

PLDA GMM/HMM algorithm. In this section we demonstrate

progress in this direction.

3.1. Gaussian Linear Layer

The baseline DNN embedding is a simplified version of the lat-

est x-vector architecture [20] as shown in Table 1. Our first step

is to modify this DNN architecture to better generate Gaussian

embeddings. It is well-known that a multiclass Gaussian clas-

sifier with shared covariance leads to a linear classifier, which

can be implemented with DNN embeddings which drive a linear

layer into a softmax [21]. Therefore our first modification to the

architecture is to convert the last nonlinear layer 11 into a linear

bottleneck by removing the final ReLU non-linearity and also

constrain the bias of the last layer to depend on the means [21].

We refer to this as a discriminative Gaussian linear layer.

3.2. Generative Gaussian Linear Layer

We now shift towards a generative model by removing the

model means from DNN training and replacing them with max-

imum likelihood estimates. While these could be within a mini-

batch as in generalized end-to-end cost (GE2E) [22], we pro-

pose here to instead use past values of embeddings for the class.

In particular, our generative Gaussian linear last layer updates

each model with the mean of the last N embeddings for that

class.

3.3. Length-norm Layer

Length normalization is well-known to improve the perfor-

mance of Gaussian PLDA models [23], so we add an additional

layer after the embedding for this. We have experimented with

explicitly modeling the centering and a whitening matrix, or

adding penalties to force DNN training to model them, but in

practice we find that we don’t need to add these parameters

as the DNN can directly drive the embeddings to make length-

normalization work.
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3.4. PLDA and Generative Gaussian Quadratic Layer

To implement PLDA scoring in the DNN, we need to per-

form Bayesian model enrollment using Eq. 1. The Gaussian

quadratic outer layer maintains enrollment statistics as in the

generative Gaussian linear layer, and then combines these statis-

tics with the PLDA parameters Σwc, Σac, and Ulda to produce

predictive distributions for each class. Finally, log-likelihoods

for each class are produced with Eq. 3.

The PLDA parameters are estimated in the following way.

First, the within-class covariance Σwc is set to identity, as we

again assume the DNN can force the embeddings to match this

property. We do need a discriminatively-trained scale factor

to compensate for the length-normalization constraint. For the

across-class covariance Σac, we fear that discriminative train-

ing will encourage overtraining, as the DNN could overcome

the Bayesian uncertainty for the known training data. There-

fore we use a generative update of this matrix. The PLDA layer

maintains it’s own separate copy of enrollment statistics over

previous embeddings for each class, and Σac is approximated

by the covariance of these ML model means. Given these two

covariances, the diagonalizing transform is periodically updated

with the eigendecomposition described above. We start with

full-rank matrices, but find that the PLDA layer automatically

learns the dimension of speaker space as the rank of the across-

class covariance reduces over time.

3.5. Gaussian Diarization Cost

We desire an error metric that will predict performance of LOO

PLDA GMM/HMM diarization. For each minibatch, we create

a synthetic diarization task with the following generative model:

• Draw a random set of M speakers.

• For each speaker, draw a random number of segments.

Rather than implement the full clustering algorithm within

DNN training, we instead require the network to optimize the

posteriors of each segment given the true speaker labels, as

non-divergence from the true answer is closely related to clus-

tering convergence. The posteriors for each speaker are com-

puted using the oracle speaker weight (from the labels) and

LOO PLDA enrollment from the remaining speaker segments

within the minibatch; the diarization cost is defined as the nor-

malized cross-entropy between the truth labels and these poste-

riors. Note that this diarization cost can be viewed as a proba-

bilistic extension of GE2E [22].

As shown below, this synthetic diarization cost corresponds

quite well to an actual diarization error rate. Since it is com-

puted directly from embeddings and PLDA parameters without

any outer layer, meaningful validation can be computed during

DNN training using held-out speakers. In addition, this cost can

also be used directly to train the embeddings.

4. Experimental Results

We train with LDC corpora Switchboard, Fisher, Mixer6,

SRE2004-10, and VoxCeleb1 [24]. With augmentations, this

results in a set of 456235 utterances from 14846 speakers. We

use a 90/10 split between training and development sets, so the

training set uses 13361 speakers, with minibatches of size 128

with one segment per speaker. Segments vary between 1.5 and

2.5 seconds. The synthetic diarization cost used a held-out set

of 1485 speakers, with minibatches of 640 segments from 64

speakers with random number of segments between 2 and 20

per speaker. Both training and validation cost are normalized

cross-entropy (NCE), where normalizing by the logarithm of

Table 2: DNN training performance. Train error is presented

as NCE, and DiarCost is validation synthetic diarization cost.

System Train NCE DiarCost PLDAdim

Baseline x-vector 0.13 - 256

GaussDiscr 0.12 12.0 256

Gauss100ml 0.15 0.32 256

Gauss100Bayes 0.18 0.08 123

Gauss10Bayes 0.22 0.08 93

Gauss1Bayes 0.63 0.11 67

Gauss1-20Bayes 0.34 0.07 97

DiarCost 0.09 0.09 120

the number of classes facilitates comparison across disparate

class sizes. NCE should range between 0 (perfect) and 1 (ran-

dom), although miscalibrated systems can exceed 1.

4.1. DNN Training Performance

As shown in Table 2, this baseline x-vector system achieves

quite good training error (NCE = 0.12); synthetic diariza-

tion cost cannot be measured since this network has no inter-

nal PLDA. The discriminative Gaussian system (GaussDiscr)

performs similarly during training, and has internal PLDA pa-

rameters. Unfortunately, since this DNN does not use PLDA

to compute training cost, diarization cost is much worse than

random. A generative Gaussian linear DNN using the previ-

ous 100 speaker segments for maximum likelihood enrollment

(Gauss100ml) is 10-20% worse at training, but has diarization

cost much less than one. During training, this network is aware

of the need to drive the within-class covariance toward identity

but unaware of the across-class covariance.

The introduction of Bayesian enrollment and scoring via

the quadratic Gaussian layer (Gauss100Bayes) makes all of

the PLDA parameters relevant during training. This further

increases training error, but significantly decreases diarization

cost. Note that in all systems the across-class covariance is

updated using the previous 30 segments per class. As we re-

duce the number of previous segments for Bayesian enrollment

to 10 (Gauss10Bayes) and then 1 (Gauss1Bayes), the training

error continues to increase while diarization cost stays similar.

Note that the single enrollment system struggles to attain even

mediocre training performance, as the task of speaker compari-

son from single 2 second segments is very difficult, but it does

maintain a reasonable convergence behavior. We did not expect

that such a challenged system could learn both embeddings and

PLDA parameters from a random start. The PLDA dimensions

learned by these networks are all much less than full rank of

256, and decrease further as the training task becomes harder

with less enrollment.

The best diarization cost is achieved by Bayesian enroll-

ment from a random number of previous segments (Gauss1-

20Bayes). Optimizing diarization cost (DiarCost) directly is

competitive with this system but not as good. We believe this

is due to more limited data shuffling (multiple segments per

speaker in a minibatch) and fewer competitors in the cross-

entropy metric (64 vs. 13,361).

4.2. Diarization Experiments

For the NIST SRE2000 Callhome diarization task, we follow

standard practice and report results for oracle speech activity
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Table 3: Callhome Diarization Error Rate (DER).

System Parameters DER

PLDA AHC+VB [25] task-dependent 9.9

VB HMM [10] task-dependent 9.0

UIS-RNN [26] general 8.2

UIS-RNN [26] task-dependent 7.6

Baseline x-vector task-dependent 8.9

GaussDiscr task-dependent 7.7

Gauss100ml task-dependent 8.4

Gauss100ml general 34.1

Gauss100Bayes general 10.9

Gauss10Bayes general 7.5

Gauss1Bayes general 11.0

Gauss1-20Bayes general 7.1

DiarCost general 8.4

Table 4: Performance vs. enrollment repeat probability (seg-

ment correlation).

Train Test Train NCE DiarCost DER

0.0 0.0 0.32 0.074 9.3

- 0.9 - - 12.0

0.9 0.0 - - 16.5

- 0.9 0.34 0.069 7.1

- 1.0 - - 11.7

1.0 0.9 - - 12.0

- 1.0 0.35 0.074 8.6

marks with 250 ms forgiveness collar around speaker change

points. The first four rows in Table 3 present the best published

results for this task. The column labeled “Parameters” repre-

sents whether the system parameters are explicitly trained for

the Callhome task or internal to the general DNN model.

The second part of this table shows results with our LOO

PLDA GMM system. The systems are the same as presented in

the previous table. With the x-vector baseline, parameters such

as centering, whitening, and PLDA parameters are externally

trained. The newer DNN systems can be run in this way also;

however they typically perform better with the general model

parameters generated during DNN training. With these inter-

nal parameters, there is no system adjustment for the Callhome

task; diarization is simply run straight from the DNN model

itself. In comparing these numbers to the DNN training per-

formance of Table 2, we see that training NCE has little re-

lation to actual DER performance, while synthetic diarization

cost is quite a good predictor. We also see that, as in the pre-

vious table, our best LOO PLDA DNN is the one trained with

Bayesian enrollment with a variable number of segments, so

this is the system we use in the contrastive experiments below.

This out-of-the-box performance is better than any published

number for this task, and competitive with our best internal

PLDA AHC+VB systems using x-vectors [8].

4.3. Algorithm Permutations

We trained DNNs with three different values of non-

independent enrollment, with Pr = 0 (by-the-book PLDA),

Pr = 0.9, and Pr = 1 (average i-vector scoring). Table 4

Table 5: Segment length performance comparison.

System Train NCE DiarCost DER

2 sec GMM 0.32 0.07 7.1

2 sec HMM - - 7.0

1 sec GMM 0.51 0.15 8.5

1 sec HMM - - 7.5

Table 6: DIHARD18 development set performance.

System DER

PLDA AHC x-vector [2] 23.4

PLDA AHC wideband x-vector + VB HMM [2] 18.2

Gauss1-20Bayes HMM 19.9

Diarcost HMM 18.9

confirms that the dependent model works best, but training the

DNN to generate independent embeddings is at least partially

successful. Note that Pr = 1 has the same uncertainty for every

model, and is very similar to non-probabilistic cosine scoring.

To attain better timing refinement, we would like to use

shorter segments but this makes clustering more difficult. As

shown in Table 5, one second segments require an HMM for

good performance, but still fall short of the 2 second version.

4.4. Robustness

Our best systems reported above achieve state-of-the-art DER

for Callhome without any training or tuning to that task. To

further test whether these systems meet our initial objective of

robustness without tuning, we now test them on the completely

different task of the DIHARD 2018 challenge [2]. We report re-

sults on the DIHARD18 development set, which covers ten di-

verse domains including monologues, interviews with children,

meetings, and internet videos. We report results for Track 1,

using the oracle SAD marks but no collars in measuring DER.

Table 6 compares two of our new systems against published

results from the JHU winning system for this challenge task.

The first baseline is a PLDA AHC x-vector system tuned for this

task. The second baseline is a PLDA AHC + VB HMM system

based on x-vectors which exploit the wider bandwidth available

in these microphone recordings. Both of our new DNN sys-

tems are significantly better than this first baseline and almost

as good as this top-performing wideband system, despite being

constrained to narrow bandwidth for compatibility across tasks.

These represent JHU’s best results to date on this task with a

narrowband system design.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented two contributions: an improved HMM

segment assignment algorithm using leave-one-out Gaussian

PLDA scoring, and an approach to training the DNN such

that embeddings directly optimize performance of this scoring

method with generatively updated PLDA parameters. Initial ex-

periments with this new system are very promising, achieving

state-of-the-art performance for two separate tasks (Callhome

and DIHARD18) without task-dependent parameter estimation

or tuning.
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